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6. William III: of news – and of fabricated stories 
 

It is not without irony to note that William III did not die in heroic action, 

but by the stumbling of his horse over a molehill. More than any other 

ruler in Dutch history, he benefited from the equestrian image as an ex-

plicit representation of authority. Ironic, too, because he slipped from 

memory as he had slipped from his horse. The English associated their 

own politicians with the facilitation of, and transition to, parliamentarian 

democracy, and through his very long absence from the Dutch Republic, 

the country learned to rule without him, and continued to do so in the 

Second Stadholderless Period following his death in 1702. Initially, he 

had been called upon for duty in the rampjaar, the disaster year of 1672, 

because the nation required strong military leadership.  

 However, rather than recognise his achievements against the 

French invaders, the regents of Amsterdam complained about the high 

cost of war.1 Never at ease with monarchical aspirations, or assertive 

leadership, they found William too high-handed and enigmatic.2 Moreo-

ver, the regents disliked his calculated reason-of-state like reaction to the 

lynching of the De Witt brothers, as they had resented Maurits’ dispatch 

of Johan van Oldenbarnevelt two generations earlier. William’s role in 

England’s parliamentary revolution was seen more as a means than as an 

end in itself. As England’s treasurer at the time, the Marquis of Halifax 

commented, William III “hath such a mind to France, that it would incline 

one to think, hee tooke England onely in his way.”3 In recent years there 

has been a re-evaluation of what really motivated his invasion,4 of its po-

litical value to England, and a redefinition of William’s role as interna-

tional coalition builder.5 

                                                
Image facing page: detail of fig. 12, Godfrey Kneller, William III on Horseback. 
1 The military costs following the war of 1672 came on top of macro-economic conditions 

that were unfavourable to the Dutch Republic. Troost recalls that 1650 marked the end of 

what has been called ‘the long sixteenth century’ of superior economic growth and devel-

opment. The burden of the Anglo-French war was huge but financed within the Republic, 

whose political elites were the largest holders of debt. A number of bond instruments 

were applied to attract investors, such as lijf and losrentes (redeemable bonds). These 

were annuities with favourable interest rates. See Troost 2001: pp. 290-295. 
2 Roorda, D.J. ‘Willem III, de Koning-Stadhouder.’ In Tamse 1979: p. 157. 
3 Stapleton, John. ‘The Dual Monarchy in Practice: William III and the Confederate 

Army, 1689-1697.’ In Esther Mijers and David Onnekink 2007: p. 69. 
4 Israel, J. (ed.). The Anglo-Dutch Moment. Essays on the Glorious Revolution and its 

World Impact. Cambridge, 1991. Israel argues that contrary to popular belief, the inva-

sion was ‘orchestrated’ from within England, and with the aid of a small foreign army 

under command of William III, and that it was a true invasion and part of William’s over-

all strategy to use English men and means to outflank Louis XIV. 
5 Claydon, Tony. ‘William III’s Declaration of Reasons and the Glorious Revolution.’ 

The Historical Journal, 39, no. 1 (Mar. 1996): pp. 87-108. Claydon suggests that the role 
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 Some historians have argued that William’s hostility towards 

Louis XIV—the architect behind the attack on the Dutch Republic—was 

neither personal nor based on any anti-French sentiment, but reflected his 

cold assessment of the king’s power and boundless ambition. William 

once confided to an aide that, had he lived in the 1550s, when the House 

of Habsburg was threatening to become too dominant, he would have 

been “as much a Frenchman as he was now a Spaniard.”6 From Louis’ 

point of view, it can be argued that he was just trying to break the Habs-

burgian encirclement.7 Many of the military actions that took place in the 

last quarter of the 17th century were also frustrated by, and the result of, 

complicated coalitions and diverse internal political views.8 Printed satire 

and propaganda exchanges between both camps, so similar in verbal vi-

ciousness as a century earlier during the Revolt’s ‘paper war’, could not 

have helped either. Widely distributed pamphlets as the French Machia-

velli, in which Louis was accused of aiming for a ‘universal monarchy,’9 

or the satire by Romeyn de Hooghe Les Monarches Tombants, in which 

the Sun God is shown being injected a dose titled ‘like the year 1674’ up 

his posterior, could hardly have gone unnoticed.10 

 William’s attainment of military power was to a large extent 

thanks to Louis’ miscalculations. Spain was no longer the main threat to 

the Dutch Republic. Her fall from power had many causes: financial   

decline playing a key role. Continuous warfare depleted her coffers, the 

price of silver bullion—on which much depended—collapsed,11 and the 

bankers in Amsterdam, who rarely hesitated to trade with the enemy, saw 

little benefit in refinancing Philip IV.12 France, on the other hand, had the 

means to become the ‘arbiter of Europe,’ and Louis XIV, having assumed 

                                                                                                          
of William’s Declaration of Reason, the manifesto that rationalised William’s invasion of 

England, has been overrated as propaganda instrument, arguing that William’s claims 

undermined his position among England’s population. See also Pincus, Steven C.A. 

1688: the first modern revolution. New Haven, 2009. 
6 Quoted in Gibbs, G.C. ‘The Revolution in Foreign Policy.’ In Holmes 1969: p. 61. 
7 Cameron, Euan (ed.). Early Modern Europe. Oxford, 1999: p. 222. 
8 For example, whilst Louis XIV attempted to structure peace negotiations in 1678, politi-

cians such as Louvois and Colbert de Croissy frustrated these. See Troost 2001: p. 293. 
9 Malsen, P.J.W. van. Louis XIV d’après les pamphlets répandus en Hollande. Amster-

dam 1936: pp. 32-33, quoted in Troost 2001: p. 103. 
10 Hale, Meredith. ‘Drie Koningen, een haan en een ezel, de spotprenten.’ In Van Nierop 

2008-09: pp. 100-111, and fig. 5. Hale points out that whilst this kind of satire was not 

entirely new, during the Reformation in Germany satire was already highly critical. What 

made De Hooghe’s satire so revolutionary was his break with conventions of decorum 

and pose.  
11 Though the import of silver bullion from South America was not Spain’s only eco-

nomic asset, its massive devaluation during the ‘price revolution’ of 1540-1640 played a 

major role at the time of its various financial defaults. See Ferguson 2008: pp. 24-27.  
12 Israel 1995: p. 742. 
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personal rule in 1661, wanted to secure the Rhine as a natural border. By 

attacking the Republic, he gambled that Johan de Witt (1625-1672) would 

be ousted, and that once the twenty-one-year-old Prince of Orange was 

installed he could control him ‘like a puppet.’13 Consequently, Louis 

hoped to rid the Republic of the Protestants and France of a powerful 

economic competitor. Helping the prince into power was a monumental 

blunder, as William outmanoeuvred Louis on the battlefield and at the 

negotiation table, which gave him a more solid position of power than 

any other stadholder had enjoyed before. In the following decades Louis’ 

political provocations and military attacks enhanced William’s position 

as coalition builder and as powerful political leader. Louis’ aim to graft 

an alliance with James II and dominate European politics gave William 

the perfect excuse to invade England, if an excuse was required,14 since 

England provided William abundant economic and military resources 

with which to outmanoeuvre Louis XIV. 

Romeyn de Hooghe - in service of the prince? 

No other stadholder in the history of the Netherlands was so triumphantly 

presented, as was William III in the last half of the 17th century. His im-

age as the victorious soldier was primarily due to prints by Romeyn de 

Hooghe (1645-1708) distributed in the Dutch Republic. The work by De 

Hooghe must feature prominently in this study for good reasons. Of the 

numerous prints that he made of William III as the young captain-general 

taking charge following the rampjaar, five are on horseback. These prints 

have also contributed towards a current notion that, effectively, De 

Hooghe was working in the service of Willem III, in order to propagate 

his image as the undisputed leader of the Dutch Republic. However, De 

Hooghe’s role as political commentator has been under discussion. Some 

historians have supported the idea first voiced in a special issue of De 

Boekenwereld, that the artist was in the prince’s service or ‘dienst.’15 

Maybe the author did not imply such a direct labour relationship, but the 

notion has stuck,16 even though it has been demonstrated in a new study 

                                                
13 Rowen 1988: p. 123. 
14 Through his mother Mary Stuart he was third in line to the English throne (Mary Stuart 

was first in line, her sister Anne second). In 1688, William lost his formal claim at the 

birth of James ‘the Old Pretender’ Stuart [1688-1766]. 
15 Otten, Jeanine. ‘Biografie van Romeyn de Hooghe.’ De Boekenwereld, Tijdschrift voor 

boek en prent (1988/89): pp. 21-33. Being ‘in dienst’ suggests employment in the Dutch 

language, whilst the English meaning of ‘service’ is broader and less labour related. 
16 Slechte, C. H. ‘Propaganda voor de prins. Kunst als propaganda, propaganda als kunst,’ 

De Boekenwereld, 15 (1988/89): passim; and: Hale, Meredith. ‘Willem III op papier. 

Politieke prentkunst van Romeyn de Hooghe in dienst van de stadhouder.’ In Sabine 

Craft-Giepman et al., (eds.) ‘Stadhouders in Beeld, Beeldvorming van de stadhouders van 

Oranje-Nassau in contemporaine grafiek.’ Jaarboek Oranje-Nassau Museum (2006): p. 
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of the artist’s work that the evidence for such a relationship is weak.17 If 

true, he would follow in the footsteps of Van Orley and Van Hulle in the 

creation of explicit rulership propaganda imagery for a stadholder. 

 Born in Amsterdam into a family that originated from Ghent, De 

Hooghe was an educated man and an ingenious inventor. He developed 

into a prolific producer of frontispieces, newsprints, maps, and represen-

tations of historic events. During his lifetime he made over 4.300 illustra-

tions, which is indicative of his enormous productivity, and demand for 

his work. There is a biography of the artist,18 two illustrated publications 

on his book illustrations and newsprints,19 and the aforementioned book 

published in connection with an exhibition in Amsterdam. Though liter-

acy in the Republic was more widespread than in neighbouring countries, 

amongst others because of densely populated towns,20 De Hooghe’s news- 

prints catered to a wide audience by combining images with words, and 

even images with images. He created a kind of narrative strip of the news 

as well as of historical events, meetings, political and social events, and 

citizens.21 In short, he was a 17th century equivalent of the modern photo-

journalist and cartoonist. De Hooghe reported what was happening in the 

Republic; his role as newscaster coincided with the career of William III 

as captain-general, as stadholder, and as King of England. William’s 

military and political deeds were the news story in De Hooghe’s long and 

eventful career.  

 An important print by the artist has to be reviewed before analyz-

ing the main equestrian images, in order to ascertain if it is likely that De 

Hooghe worked in the service of William III. Apart from the print being 

exemplary with regard to his way of reporting the news, the print also 

contains important features relevant to the central issue. It concerns De 

Hooghe’s portrayal of William, as he is welcomed in Amsterdam after 

the defeat of the De Witt brothers and their Amsterdam patrons, in 1672 

                                                                                                          
175. See also Anna de Haas, who describes De Hooghe as William’s protégé, in Van 

Nierop 2008-09: p. 17, and Adri K. Offenberg describes him as ‘an important propagan-

dist of the stadholder,’ in Van Nierop 2008-09: p. 113. 
17 Nierop, Henk van. ‘Profijt en Propaganda, Nieuwsprenten en de verbeelding van het 

nieuws.’ In Van Nierop 2008-09: pp. 82-83. 
18 Wilson, William Harry. The Art of Romeyn de Hooghe: an atlas of European late   

Baroque culture (diss.). Cambridge, Mass, 1974. 
19 Landwehr, John. Romeyn de Hooghe as book illustrator: a bibliography. Amsterdam, 

1970. By the same author: Romeyn de Hooghe, the etcher: contemporary portrayal of 

Europe, 1662-1707. Amsterdam, 1973. 
20 Israel 1995: pp. 686-688. 
21 David Kunzle, in his classic history of the comic strip, never refers to the pre-caricatural 

(i.e. pre-1780) as the ‘comic strip’, preferring ‘narrative strip’, ‘sequence’, or ‘pictorial 

story’. See his The early comic strip: narrative strips and picture stories in the European 

broadsheet from c. 1450-1825. Berkeley, 1973: p. 1. 
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(fig. 1). The young prince triumphed over Amsterdam where his father 

had failed. He had acquired all of Willem II’s powers and more. The Re-

public was in danger of occupation by a foreign power, the public clam-

oured for strong leadership, demanding to put the House of Orange-

Nassau back into power. De Hooghe portrayed the young captain-general 

[Wilhem Hendrick Prins van Oranje en van Nassou, Stadthouder capitein 

admirael generael der Vereenighde Nederlanden] holding his com-

mander’s baton as his coat sways in action on the rearing white stallion 

reminiscent of Maurits’ Spanish trophy of 1600 with its long white 

manes and tail. In the far right two pages hold William’s sword and 

open-visor helmet. In a rectangular vignette below this scene, the burgo-

masters of Amsterdam surrounded by cavalry, militiamen, and soldiers 

with flags and lances, welcome the prince on August 12th.22  

 A remarkable feature is that the focus of the print is not on the 

welcome scene in Amsterdam, which has been relegated to the vignette, 

but on lifelike statues of William’s forefathers, numbered 1 to 4: William 

of Orange, Maurits, Frederik Hendrik, and Willem II, which, once again, 

underlines the significance of the dynastic message that generations of 

Nassau, or their supporters had propagated. This image is reminiscent of 

Jordaens’ painting in the Oranjezaal, and one wonders if De Hooghe had 

seen it (Chap. 5. fig. 39). Intriguingly, whilst his forefathers are portrayed 

fully harnessed, as is becoming of ceremonial images of the military 

leadership of the Republic, De Hooghe has portrayed William elegantly 

dressed. He hardly looks as if he is about to go to battle, wearing a 

plumed hat over long and curly hair.23 This combination of elegant dress 

and military prowess is similar to how Louis XIV was depicted on a tap-

estry of 1667-1672 (fig. 2), after Charles Le Brun (1619-1690) and Jan 

Vermeulen (1632-1690), the latter having executed the equestrian scene. 

What is the significance of this? Has De Hooghe placed William in the 

same league as Louis, or had modern firearms rendered harnesses more 

or less ineffective by the 17th century? 

  In this print the prince’s facial features show the characteristic 

elements that will become so familiar: the elegant long face with hooked 

nose, the small but full mouth, and the long curly hair parted in the mid-

dle. As the years progressed, De Hooghe developed a kind of portrait 

                                                
22 De Hooghe also used this dynastic theme for the occasion of William being sworn-in as 

commander-in-chief only a month later. See Romeyn de Hooghe, Prince Willem III 

sworn in as commander-in-chief over the forces in the Republic, 25 February 1672. Etch-

ing, 26.8 x 31.8 cm. See Landwehr 1973: p. 60. 
23 There is also a bareheaded version of figure 2; Romeyn de Hooghe, William III’s entry 

into Amsterdam 12 August, 1672. See Landwehr 1973: p. 257; see also Muller, Frederik. 

Catalogus van boeken en handschriften voorhanden bij Frederik Muller & Cie. Amster-

dam, 1893, no. 2381. 
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prototype (fig. 3).24 Later, as English sovereign, and thanks to prints made 

after portraits by, for example, Godfrey Kneller and Peter Lely (1618-

1680), William became one of the most recognizable rulers in Europe.25 

Williamite equestrian imagery: flattery or insult? 

De Hooghe produced four other equestrian prints of William III. First, in 

two of these (figures 5 and 6), he did not adhere to the prototype portrait 

discussed above, but only used caricature-like elements such as the 

hooked nose. This departs from what has been noted in earlier chapters, 

namely, that whilst artists may have had difficulties in finding credible 

equestrian postures, they tended to excel at copying the correct portrait 

produced by specialists. To be true, in this case De Hooghe did not have 

any such examples, though he was of course a good portraitist himself, 

and attached much importance to overall pictorial credibility. Second, 

there are two large portraits (figures 7 and 9) that appear to have been 

exclusively made for William III, but as will be demonstrated: they were 

not. Did he ‘work’ for the stadholder, then? 

  The first equestrian image of William by De Hooghe represents 

the prince’s triumphs at the Battle of St. Denis in Hainault in 1678 (fig. 

5). The battle exemplified Louis’ wish to create ‘safe borders’ with the 

Spanish Netherlands.26 Ensuing negotiations were complicated, since 

fighting continued.27 In De Hooghe’s portrayal of the battle, the Duke of 

Villa-Hermosa serving the Spanish Netherlands accompanied William in 

their fight with the French under command of the Duke of Luxembourg. 

                                                
24 For example, in De Hooghe’s Oranje wonderspiegel, 1675, we see a detailed portrait 

surrounded by 26 vignettes, each depicting real events. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Rijks-

prentenkabinet, RP-P-1885-A-9007. F.M. 2304; Landwehr 1973: p. 98. 
25 For a review of William III’s iconography, see Dunthorne, Hugh. ‘William in Contem-

porary Portraits and Prints.’ In Mijers and Onnekink 2007: pp. 263-276. William’s por-

traits were displayed during the William and Mary Exhibition, at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum in 1949/50, see for this Millar, Oliver. ‘The William and Mary Exhibition.’ The 

Burlington Magazine, 92, no. 569 (Aug. 1950): pp. 232-234. 
26 During the armistice negotiations at Nijmegen, Louis gave-up Maastricht, Charleroi, 

Ath, and Oudenaarde, but he retained Doornik, Condé, and Valenciennes. Whilst the 

Spaniards were to hold Ghent, Louis held Ieper to protect Lille. William also accepted 

that Louis took-over Franche-Comté from Spain. See Troost 2001: p. 145. 
27 William even threatened to bring England and his uncle Charles II back into play. 

Louis, on the other hand, recognizing the importance of the financing role of the regents 

of Amsterdam and playing to their sentiment, agreed to lower the high import tariffs of 

1667. The States-General were willing to go along with this on 15 April 1678, but the 

signing did not take place until August 10th. Meanwhile, William continued fighting even 

after the deal was finalized (of which he knew only unofficially), needlessly wasting 

thousands of men, and damaging his reputation at home as well as abroad. Many of the 

Republic’s allies felt that in the final analysis Dutch trade interest had prevailed. See for 

this Israel, J.I. De Republiek: 1477-1806. Amsterdam, 2008: p. 910. 
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William, Villa-Hermosa, and their entourage are boldly portrayed on the 

left hand side of this large print, with below and behind them soldiers 

fighting around the fortifications of St. Denis. Recognizable is William’s 

white stallion and pose already seen in the welcome scene in Amsterdam 

(fig. 1), although here the horse leaps forward, and the prince brandishes 

a sword rather than a baton. Recognizable is the same heraldry on the 

saddlecloth, which is held in place by a similar bow. William’s pistol 

case with monogram is unchanged too. The names of the ranking officers 

are minutely detailed in a document held by Fame and another genius in 

the upper right-hand corner. However, the equestrian portrayal of the 

duke is awkward, for Villa-Hermosa seems to be sitting next to his horse. 

Moreover, where the horse’s head should be seen, it is not, which is 

reminiscent of Du Puys’s illumination of Charles V exiting Bruges. De 

Hooghe probably did not want the technical complexity of having to print 

the animal over both sheets, as its head would then have overlapped 

where the two sheets meet in the middle. The left front leg of William’s 

horse stops short of the edge too. Worse, still, the prince is not recogniz-

able. Looking out of proportion, particularly when compared to De 

Hooghe’s prototype, his head is too large and somehow not well fitted to 

the body. The hooked nose is familiar, but there is none of the curly hair 

that had become part of the prince’s standard facial features. 

 The scene at St. Denis contrasts in terms of quality with a print 

also made by De Hooghe on the occasion of the ratification of the Treaty 

of Nijmegen (fig. 4), where the conflict was settled. Here the artist is at 

his best. The scene includes near full-length portrayals of Louis XIV, 

Charles II of England, and William III, standing in front of the Temple of 

Janus bearing the portrait medallions of seven German electors. William’s 

characteristic physiognomy is instantly recognizable, and below this im-

portant meeting is a miniature depiction of the battle scene at St. Denis. 

This time the artist has properly positioned and portrayed William and 

Villa-Hermosa’s horses. Considering that this print was only made five 

days after the battle when the treaty was signed, could it be that an assis-

tant had made the large St. Denis print? The right hand page is well exe-

cuted, so it is possible that it had been pre-prepared. Maybe the faces of 

William and Villa-Hermosa were filled-in at the last instance, when it 

was certain that the print would be used. Ericus Walten (1663-1697) once 

bragged that De Hooghe provided work for over one hundred engravers.28 

Still, he print is signed: Romano de Hooghe Auctore Amstelodami. 

                                                
28 In a pamphlet, De Nyd en Twist-sucht nae’t leeven afgebeeldt, De Hooghe’s friend 

Ericus Walten (1663-1697) states that De Hooghe employed 36 master printmakers, and 

“doe hij t’Amsterdam met syn kunst begon waeren er drie plaetsnyders en ten tijde van 

syn vertrek [1678] waeren er hondert en tien […] welcke meest al te mael door hem zyn 

aengequeeckt en syn teeckeningen wercken.” Quoted in Steur, A.G. van der, and P. Kou-
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 De Hooghe did not sign the next print under consideration (fig. 

6). In design it relates to that of St. Denis. But, the rider is only identifi-

able through a shield bearing the arms of the King of England held by 

some pages. Although the only known print (held today by the Albertina 

Museum in Vienna) bears no caption, presumably it depicts the battle at 

the river Boyne in Drogheda, some 38 km north of Dublin, where Wil-

liam defeated the army of his father-in-law James II and his French allies. 

Below, and to the right of the horse’s rearing legs, an army crosses a 

river next to a hillock with a church-like building. The scene is not as 

detailed as that of Amsterdam (fig. 1), but De Hooghe’s care for detail is 

impressive; such as in the king’s field telescope, a piece of equipment 

seldom seen in equestrian imagery.29 Again the portrait poses a problem. 

Although his hooked nose identifies William, the remaining features are 

nowhere near the quality that De Hooghe was capable of. William’s wig 

is not well executed and makes the king look more like Louis XIV (in-

sert, fig. 6a) than the highly successful commander-in-chief in Ireland. 

De Hooghe had neither titled nor signed the print. There is one, albeit 

small detail that supports attribution to him, or someone from his studio, 

since the field telescope William holds it the same as the one he held on 

the print of the ratification of Nijmegen. Landwehr and the Albertina   

attribute the print to De Hooghe, and Frederik Muller describes it as an 

unfinished print, an epreuve d’artiste, though it hardly does justice to 

William’s most important military triumph.30  

 The third print has all the hallmarks of De Hooghe’s versatility 

as reporter (fig. 7). Of course, the artist was not present at the battle, but 

he has captured William III as the great commander leading at the Boyne. 

In most accounts, the stadholder-king is pictured as the cold and reserved 

alliance builder. But modern historians who have studied William as a 

soldier found something quite different. They describe him as the last 

great warrior-king who was not only commander-in-chief, but also per-

sonally led armies from the front, day after day, year after year. As Nesca 

Robb writes, ‘After those endlessly frustrating diplomatic conversations 

and those mountains of state papers, it is easy to imagine the sheer relief 

of occasionally going berserk at the head of a cavalry charge.’31  

 Precisely that is what De Hooghe has portrayed in this large print. 

William, his sword drawn, charges forward on his white stallion through 

the tents of King James’ headquarters on his way to the village of Drog-

heda on the Boyne where the main battle was taking place. Again he is 

                                                                                                          
wenberg. Romeyn de Hooghe. Boeken, prenten en pamfletten [cat.]. Haarlem: Anti-

quariaat A.G. van der Steur, 2004: p. 31.  
29 Invented by Galileo, the Dutch first applied it in warfare. 
30 Landwehr 1973: p. 259. F.M. nr. 2810. 
31 Robb, Nesca A. William of Orange: A personal Portrait. Vol. 1, London, 1966: p. 163. 
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dressed in riding attire with the plumed hat known from the welcome 

scene in Amsterdam. Indeed, he had been warned not to lead at the front, 

and certainly not without harness. Nonetheless, just before the battle, a 

‘rebounding bullet struck him a glancing blow on his right shoulder tear-

ing away his coat, waistcoat and shirt, leaving him badly bruised and 

bleeding.’32 Apparently, there was a yell of triumph as the Jacobites saw 

William slump on his horse’s neck, but he quickly composed himself, 

had his wounds dressed and rode through the camp to let everyone see 

that all was well. This happened earlier in the morning of 1 July 1690. De 

Hooghe has minutely detailed a moment some hours later, when shortly 

before noon, William’s trusted commander-in-chief Frederick, 1st Duke 

of Schomberg (1615/16-1690) was killed while riding through the river 

below the church of Drogheda (though hard to tell from the print). 

Shortly thereafter Jacobite and French forces withdrew, part of which is 

visible on the right-hand page of this double-spread. 

 The outcome of the Battle of the Boyne was very important as it 

severely damaged many of Louis’ guns and some of his ego; it disposed 

of England’s James II (1633-1701) who fled to France; and solidified 

William’s position in Ireland and England. De Hooghe’s dedication of 

the battle to William and Mary is found in a banner held high by five  

allegorical figures celebrating fame and fortune, whilst holding William 

and Mary’s coat of arms. Written in Latin it is signed Rom. De Hooghe. 

The print must have pleased William since according to the ordonnantie-

boeken of 27 February 1691, he approved the artist’s invoice of 860 

guilders for some works of art, including ‘an engraved plate and printed 

copies of His Majesty’s Victory in Ireland,’ (my cursive) which had been 

produced by De Hooghe between November 1689 and January 1691.33 

 But why did William buy the original plate and prints in the first 

place? Did he require these for the English market? Surely he could have 

requested De Hooghe to issue any number of prints, regardless of their 

formal or informal relationship. However, there is another possibility. 

William may not have trusted the artist who, in fact, had used the very 

same plate years earlier. In 1678, De Hooghe had made a large double-

spread newsprint of King Christian V of Denmark’s (1646-1699) victory 

over Sweden (with Dutch and German mercenary support) on the Isle of 

Rügen (fig. 8). All he had done on the occasion of William’s victory at 

the Boyne was to burnish out Christian’s upper body and replace it with 

                                                
32 Kilpatrick, Cecil. William of Orange. A Dedicated Life, 1650-1702. Dublin, 1998: p. 60. 

Kilpatrick gives a detailed account of the Irish campaign and the days that led up to it. 
33 ‘Op de specificatie van R.d.H., [---] een gesnede plaet ende afgedrukte exemplaren. van  

S.M. Victorye in Irlandt, bij hem gedaen tusschen den 1 November ende 1 January 1691, 

te samen monterende de somme van ƒ 860-9-; wordt hiervoor ordonn. verleend.’ Leupe 

1875: p. 349. 
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that of William; erased the fortification of Rügen and added the village of 

Drogheda; and burnished out the cloudy sky and replaced it with the dedi-

cation to William and Mary. The right-hand plate has no changes at all.34 

  Of course, it is possible that De Hooghe was just being practical, 

wishing to bring the news of the triumph at the Boyne to the market 

quickly. Burnishing out old plates and re-etching them was commonplace 

in the 17th century, as Rudi Ekkart demonstrated, even coining the phrase 

‘engravers deceit’ for this practice.35 Ekkart shows, by way of 17th century 

examples from the northern Dutch province of Friesland, how engravers 

would buy old plates and reuse these by burnishing out their portraits, 

whilst replacing these with those of new customers. De Hooghe engaging 

in this practice confirms the notion that he was not the stadholder-king’s 

propagandist but primarily an adroit businessman. This may explain why 

William acquired the plates. That his mistrust was not totally unfounded 

is demonstrated by the fifth print to be examined.  

 The final case concerns the most regal portrayal of William III 

depicted after the Battle of Boyne (fig. 9). Practically filling the whole 

picture plane, the king directs his men forward as he leads the way on his 

rearing horse (he points with a sceptre that is similar to the one held by 

Louis XIV in the Ratification of Nijmegen, fig. 4). He has just departed 

from a large tent-like structure with flapping curtains. The adjacent 

squires hold flags, standards, and a large shield bearing William’s English 

heraldry. In the background, an enormous explosion has ripped the forti-

fication of Drogheda or of a neighbouring town apart. De Hooghe had not 

marked the plate as he often did with small numbers. Most likely he 

wanted to focus all attention on the king, who is crowned by Bellona 

(recognizable by her lion-like helmet), and heralded by Peace pointing 

the way forward with an olive branch.36  

 Though printed on one full page only, the sheer size of man and 

horse is imposing. The allegorical figures do not distract from the overall 

effect of triumph, as they are less obviously present, having been inte-

grated into the clouds above and executed in a sketchy manner. In a 

sense, they even add to the overall effect, since all these elements under-

                                                
34 For the print of Christian IV of Denmark, see Landwehr 1973: p. 116, 117. The Rijks-

museum in Amsterdam and the Prentenkabinet in Leiden attribute the print of William III 

to De Hooghe, as does Landwehr 1973: p. 164.  
35 Ekkart, Rudi. ‘Enkele voorbeelden van graveurbedrog.’ De Vrije Fries, 1975: pp. 25-31. 

The question that remains is if ‘engravers deceit’ was perceived as such at the time. 
36 Bellona, as Roman war goddess, was frequently depicted in 17th century paintings, but 

De Hooghe was particularly familiar with her through the prints he had made on behalf of 

Lucas Jacobsz. Rotgan’s heroic poems of Willem III in which she features. See for this, 

Rotgan, Lucas Jacobsz. Wilhelm de Derde, door Gods genade Konink van Engeland, 

Schotland, Vrankrijk en Ierland. Beschermer des geloofs, enz. Enz. In Heldengedichten 

geschreven door L. Rotgans. Amsterdam, 1700.  
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line the one message: that of the triumphant king leading his men and 

country, from military triumph into peace. The inclusion of a French 

sceptre topped with a Lorraine Cross may relate to an old English claim.37 

Of all of De Hooghe’s equestrian images of William III, this is the most 

commemorative and the least newsprint-like.38 Nonetheless, one element 

really distracts the informed viewer: William’s portrait. Though recog-

nizable by his hooked nose, it is only clear that it is an image of the king 

(besides the arms on his shield) by virtue of the Latin title on the lower 

rim identifying him as Wilhelmus III, D.G. Mag. Brit. Franc. Et. Hib. 

Rex. De Hooghe did not sign or date the print, but the name of one of his 

main publishers, J. Tangena is included. The print is a tribute to William 

III. It probably was a good investment, for this is the third state of a plate 

that De Hooghe has used on behalf of four different clients. 

 The plate’s first state stemmed from 1682, when De Hooghe had 

portrayed Don Manuel Diego López de Zúñega (1657-1686), 10th Duke 

of Béjar and Plasencia, and Knight in the Order of the Golden Fleece 

(fig. 10).39 In the print signed Romanus de Hooghe auct. et inv., the 

young duke rides forward pointing his field glasses towards the same 

battle scene as in William’s print. There are no allegorical figures, so the 

tent-like structure extends up to the young man’s long wavy hair. Though 

difficult to see, he seems to wear the badge of the Order of the Golden 

Fleece, awarded in 1668. A young squire carries Don Manuel’s shield 

with ducal heraldry. These are the only differences from the later print. 

 De Hooghe used the same plate a second time in 1688, when he 

portrayed Joseph I of Hungary (1678-1711); also a member of the Order 

of the Golden Fleece (fig. 11).40 He was to succeed his father as emperor 

in 1705, and in this portrayal, signed R. de Hooghe fec. 1688, the prince 

is still young. But youth did not withhold him from commandeering with 

his Lorraine-staff, so that De Hooghe only had to burnish out Zúñega’s 

field glasses. The heraldry in the shield and on the pistol case is new, but 

he left the chain with order in place. The battle scene in the background 

remains unchanged too, but parts of the towns have just been blown-up, 

which explosion is also seen in the print of William (3rd state). However, 

he did change the tent’s upper corner, by which the Bellona could be 

                                                
37 Stressing the English claim to the French throne, dating back to the Hundred Years’ 

War. It may have been intended to provoke Louis XIV, and is indicative of De Hooghe’s 

enormous knowledge and capacity to scorn. 
38 De Hooghe was familiar with this type of commemoration having made an imposingly 

triumphant equestrian portrait of the Polish King Jan Sobiesky in 1667. See Romeyn de 

Hooghe, Portrait of the Polish King Jan Sobieski, 1667. Etching, 49 x 71.6 cm. Amster-

dam, Rijksmuseum, Rijksprentenkabinet. Landwehr 1973: p. 139.  
39 Landwehr 1973: p. 265, and: Steur and Kouwenberg: p. 63. 
40 Landwehr 1973: p. 244, and: Steur and Kouwenberg: p. 63. 
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added, and a genius trumpeting the young man’s fame, now covers the 

earlier clouds. A Habsburgian eagle with olive branch flies ahead of the 

king. 

 A fourth and final use of the plate is of 1705, when De Hooghe 

used it to portray De derde Carel […] in Spagnien (not illustrated and not 

seen first hand by me). He most likely portrayed Archduke Charles VI of 

Austria (1685-1740), Holy Roman Emperor (1711-1740), and King of 

Hungary. Son of Emperor Leopold I, Charles tried unsuccessfully to 

claim the Spanish throne (as the pretender Charles III). Frederik Muller 

identified the print as being that of Archduke Charles of Austria.41 The 

old plate is not signed but was also printed by J. Tangena. According to 

Landwehr, who has seen the otherwise elusive print, it was retouched 

with a monogram replacing the old coat of arms.42  

 Was William aware that De Hooghe had used the plates earlier 

on behalf of López de Zúñeiga or Joseph of Hungary? William had not 

bought the plate as he had acquired the ‘Victory of Ireland’ plate. There-

fore after his death, De Hooghe was free to reuse it, as he did on behalf 

of Archduke Charles VI of Austria. Nonetheless, when added to the other 

cases described in this section, a picture evolves that strongly supports 

the view of De Hooghe as being a highly ingenious inventor, but above 

all as an independent entrepreneur. His personal political belief was that 

military leadership such as that provided by William III served the Re-

public (and his business) well, and that the regent oligarchies that domi-

nated particularly Amsterdam and Rotterdam, did not.43  

 In conclusion, there is no indication that De Hooghe was com-

missioned by the stadholder, if anything, he was in the service of him-

self.44 And, his equestrian prints of the stadholder-king do not support the 

claim that William III had a well-defined rulership propaganda strategy 

for use in the Dutch Republic. However, in England that situation would 

be fundamentally different. 

                                                
41 Muller suggests that this is the same plate as that of William III, albeit the heraldry was 

adjusted, the name Alcantara added, as well as a poem containing six lines. FM 3379. 
42 Landwehr 1973: p. 261. 
43 Israel, Jonathan I. Enlightenment Contested - Philosophy, Modernity, and the Emanci-

pation of Man, 1670-1752. Oxford, 2006: p. 245. See for a discussion of De Hooghe’s 

form of Republicanism, Israel, Jonathan. Monarchy, Orangism, and Republicanism in the 

Later Dutch Golden Age. Lecture delivered on 11 March 2004, University of Amsterdam. 

Israel argues (pp. 13-14) that De Hooghe (as well as Walten) were Orangist republicans. 

De Hooghe craved for ‘de gelykheyd (…) in de gemeenebest’ (equality in the common-

wealth). 
44 De Hooghe was commissioner to William’s mineral concessions in Lingen (Germany) 

for the purpose of finding quarry material for Het Loo. See Sliggers, B.C. ‘Romeyn de 

Hooghe, Lingen, Het Loo en Haarlem,’ in De Boekenwereld, Tijdschrift voor boek en 

prent, 15 (1988-89): pp. 43-49. 
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A difficult to fathom fabrication of majesty 

The equestrian portrait to be discussed below concerns the first sovereign 

equestrian representation commissioned by a living member of the House 

of Orange-Nassau. In the monumental painting William III on Horseback 

(fig. 12), Godfrey Kneller positioned the King of England as a new 

Aeneas. However, the painting cannot be seen in isolation since it was, 

and is today, displayed in the King’s Apartments at Hampton Court, 

which was decorated by Antonio Verrio with a laudatory and extensive 

mural programme involving some of antiquity’s famous mythical and 

imperial heroes. William was directly involved in the genesis of both 

works of art, which is this study’s prime example of fabrication and self-

fashioning. The murals and painting are the visual expression of one of 

the key aims of William (and his ancestors): to be amongst Europe’s 

highest-ranking royalty. As King of England, William III had arrived at 

the very centre of European power, and Hampton Court symbolized that 

power. Though Kneller was engaged before Verrio, his portrait is so in-

timately related to the overall project that Verrio’s work is discussed first. 

 Verrio’s mural programme at Hampton Court was commissioned 

two years after William’s success in forging the Second Grand Alliance 

in 1698. The union, supported by Britain, the Dutch Republic, and most 

of the German territories, as well as, by implication, French aristocrats 

dissatisfied with the absolutist rule of Louis, gained immense political 

and cultural importance, and William was generally seen as its architect. 

Verrio’s programme is complex because he presents William as Alexan-

der the Great, or, in the words of curator Brett Dolman, ‘a heroic general 

fit to be mentioned in the same breath as all glorious English generals of 

the past,’ and as Apollo ‘presiding over a new era of plenty.’45 It was 

usual during the Renaissance for rulers to position themselves between 

antiquity’s historical and mythical figures. Maurits was regarded as a 

new Caesar, as a noble soldier serving his republic. And, William III was 

seen as Aeneas serving his new country. Like so many other monarchs he 

identified with Hercules,46 and as Caesar, but he was no Sun King. 

                                                
45 Brett Dolman, Curator of Collections at Hampton Court, has deciphered the decorative 

programme, which is based on a selective reading of Julian the Apostate’s The Caesars, 

‘which was extended to embrace a wider iconography that associated William with Alex-

ander the Great and with Apollo.’ See Dolman, Brett. ‘Antonio Verrio and the Royal 

Image at Hampton Court.’ British Art Journal, X No. 3 (Winter/Spring 2009/10): pp. 18-

28. I am grateful to Brett Dolman for his advice and views on the subject matter. 
46 In the garden of William’s palace at Het Loo, in Apeldoorn, there is only a small statue 

of Hercules. However, at Hampton Court, Hercules can be seen everywhere: as statues in 

the garden, and one of a pair of andirons (the other being Ares) in the King’s Guard 

Chamber. Twelve gilded grisailles feature the labours of Hercules on the outside of the 

building around the inside of the Fountain Court. However, most important are Caius 
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  Indeed, William III had spent a lifetime fighting Louis XIV for 

his politics and religion. Louis’ choice of Apollo was fabricated, and he   

developed this explicit positioning into one of the most powerful symbols 

of France’s statecraft during his fifty-year reign.47 How, then, should Wil-

liam’s adaptation of Apollo be explained? Of course, his opponent was 

Louis XIV, and not the French aristocratic way of life. Thus, William 

could favour the culture of a civilised nation without being seen to favour 

its ruler. Throughout Europe, architects and interior designers adopted 

the style and taste of the French culture. Daniel Marot (1661-1752), for 

example, designed on behalf of William III most of the interior for Palace 

Het Loo in Apeldoorn. 
 In accordance, William commissioned Christopher Wren (1632-

1723) on 1 March 1689, to beautify and add some new buildings to 

Hampton Court.48 In due course, the immense South Front rivalled that of 

Versailles in splendour, and a massive wing known as the King’s Apart-

ment extended Henry VIII’s old 16th century Tudor building. The project 

came to a halt after Queen Mary’s death in 1694, when the king seems to 

have lost interest. However, William must have been stimulated by the 

outcome of the Treaty of Ryswick, and when Whitehall Palace burned 

down in January 1698, he had an additional reason to resume the project. 

William’s keen interest in art, and his eye for detail and perfection in the 

refurbishing of Hampton Court was confirmed by a large research project 

carried out during the restoration of the King’s Apartment after fire had 

severely damaged it in 1986. In a special issue of Apollo, art historians 

reviewed the restoration task, and many assumptions of William’s sup-

posed lack of interest in artistic matters proved wrong. As one contribu-

tor wrote, ‘William III was a fussy and discerning patron.’49 For example, 

between November 1699 and April 1700, he visited the palace at least 

thirty times.50 William busied himself not only with the architect William 

                                                                                                          
Cibber’s pediments for the main façade of the new East Front of the palace representing a 

Protestant Hercules, with Britannia, trampling on the Catholic Church and her associated 

vices of Tyranny and Envy, see Dolman 2009-10: p. 25. 
47 In 1653, Louis appeared for the first time in a ballet costume replete with a breastplate 

emblazoned with the symbols of Apollo (Le Ballet de la Nuit). Anonymous drawings of 

Louis’ costume can be seen at the Department of Prints and Photographs, Hennin Collec-

tion nos. 3674, and in Cabinet des Estampes, Biblithèque Nationale, Paris. In 1661 he 

commissioned a series of commemorative medals, including one with the symbol of 

Apollo, linked with the traditional heraldic escutcheon of the French monarchy, the three 

fleur-de-lis. In that same year Louis officially adopted Apollo - Le Roi Soleil - as one of 

the key emblematic symbols of his reign. See also Joseph Werner, Louis as Apollo in, 

Triumph of Louis, 1664, gouache, Château de Versailles, Paris. 
48 Thurley, Simon. ‘The building of the King’s Apartment; A most particular monarch.’ 

In ‘The King’s Apartment.’ Spec. issue of Apollo Magazine, London, 1994: p. 10. 
49 Thurley 1994: p. 1 
50 Thurley 1994: p.18, PRO LS8/37, ff26-26v; PRO LC 5/152, f. 230; PRO LC/152 f. 230. 
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Talman (1650-1719), who had taken over from the aging Wren, but also 

in matters of interior design. He was involved with the display of his 

paintings;51 with the restoration of the nine hundred tapestries he inher-

ited on his accession to the throne;52 with the restoration of Raphael’s 

cartoons of The Acts of the Apostles, acquired by Charles I; and with the 

placement of Mantegna’s The Triumphs of Caesar; but he was also con-

cerned about the colour of the curtains and limewood trimming.53 

 It is not known if, and to what extent, William supervised Ver-

rio’s mural programme. Caught-up in the complicated War of Spanish 

Succession, William must have had other things on his mind, and he died 

unexpectedly after the stumble of his horse on 8 March 1702. Although 

Verrio started on the actual decoration after William’s death, he had 

made oil sketches for the king’s approval.54 Verrio continued to work on 

behalf of Queen Anne at Hampton Court until 1705, but died two years 

later. His murals have been misunderstood and dismissed as an inferior 

programme of decoration.55 Horace Walpole (1717-1797), for instance, 

claimed that Verrio had ‘spoiled it out of principle,’ for, as a Catholic, he 

would have been disinclined to paint triumphant artwork for a protestant 

patron.56 During the past century the murals have been massively over-

painted and restored as a result of the ongoing battle against the changes 

in moisture levels nearby the river Thames. 

                                                
51 Jenkins, Susan. ‘The artistic taste of William III.’ In The King’s Apartment. Spec. issue 

of Apollo Magazine, 150, (1994): pp. 4-9. A list dating from ca. 1700 has paintings by 

a/o., Veroneze, Douwe, Leonardo, Romano, Gennet, Poolembourg and Dankers. How-

ever, we do not know the extent of the list’s accuracy since neither the Mantegnas, nor 

the Van Dycks are listed, see Jenkins 1994: p. 47. 
52 Campbell, Tom. ‘William III and ‘The Triumph of Lust’: The tapestries hung in the 

King’s Apartment in 1699. The King’s Apartment. Spec. issue of Apollo Magazine, 150, 

(1994): p. 22-31. 
53 Westman, Annabel. ‘Splendor of State; The textile furnishings of the King’s Apart-

ment.’ The King’s Apartment. Spec. issue of Apollo Magazine, 150, (1994): p. 40. 
54 Jenkins 1994: pp. 6-7, and note 26. None of the sketches have survived. 
55 For example, until Dolman’s review, the only academic article on any of Hampton 

Court’s paintings appeared as long ago as 1940, by: Wind, Edgar. ‘Julian the Apostate at 

Hampton Court.’ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 3, no. 1/2 (Oct. 1939 

– Jan. 1940), pp. 127-137. Moreover, even though Apollo Magazine’s review covers such 

subjects as the textile furnishings, not a word was devoted to Verrio’s murals. 
56 Horace Warpole describes Verrio as, ‘A Neapolitan; an excellent painter for the sort of 

subjects on which he was employed; that is, without much invention, and with less taste, 

his exuberant pencil was ready at pouring out gods, goddesses, kings, emperors and tri-

umphs, over those public surfaces on which the eye never rests long enough to criticize, 

and where one should be sorry to place the works of a better master: I mean ceilings and 

stairwells.’ Walpole, Horace. Anecdotes of Paintings in England: With some accounts of 

the principle Artists. 2, London, 1849: Edgar Wind dismissed Walpole’s claim, arguing 

that Verrio had worked for four successive sovereigns to their full satisfaction. See for 

this Dolman 2009-10: p. 18. 
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Verrio’s complicated mural program at Hampton Court 

Initially invited by Charles II in 1671 to become his master gardener, 

Verrio soon was commissioned to decorate some of the vast halls at 

Windsor, Chatsworth, Burghley House, and Chelsea Hospital, and he was 

to become one of the most prolific of baroque decorative programme 

painters in England. After Charles’ death, Verrio had resisted William’s 

commissions because of the king’s Protestant background, but finally 

succumbed in 1700, when William persuaded him to decorate the new 

wing.57 Verrio first decorated other buildings and chambers on the site 

(Banqueting House, the Great and Little Bedchambers) with a choice of 

subjects including the various amorous adventures and misadventures of 

the gods, painted in ‘glorious baroque Technicolor,’ as Dolman put it.58 

However, his stairwell murals are most important from the point of view 

of the fabrication of William’s image as the victorious general, and as the 

foreign ruler of England.  

 To visualize this message, Verrio used two stories from the se-

lective reading of Julian the Apostate’s (331/32-363 AD) The Caesars. 

The main scene depicted in the stairwell appears to be a contest of the 

highest-ranking classical heroes in which both Alexander the Great and 

Julius Caesar fulfil prominent roles. The message in the stairwell is clear: 

the victorious William should be seen as an Alexander, since both had 

been successful in foreign lands, and therefore ‘fit to be welcomed in the 

native pantheon of kings.’59 The choice of Julian’s writings made sense, 

as by the 1690s, Julian was no longer criticised for his apostasy, but rec-

ognised as a figure of tolerance and reform. Dolman suggests that, ‘Just 

as Julian had spoken out against debauchery and intolerance of the Ro-

man Church, so too did William III.’ Caesar’s position in the stairwell 

mural is also prominent, as he leads the twelve emperors. This reflects on 

William’s personal esteem for the man whose triumphs are illustrated by 

Mantegna’s series of The Triumphs of Caesar, on display in the Queen’s 

Gallery that William specifically had built for this occasion.60 

 The second story is found in the stairwell’s huge dome (fig. 14). 

The scene is called the ‘Banquet of the Gods’, and is a testimony of how 

William presided over the banquet as Apollo. In this homage, William 

sits in this role as the God of Poetry (rather than as Louis’ Sun God) 

among the Muses, the inspirational goddesses of the arts: a common ba-

                                                
57 See for a recent review of Verrio’s work in England, Brett, Cécile. ‘Antonio Verrio (ca. 

1636-1707): His career and surviving work.’ The British Art Journal, X, no. 3 (Spring 

2009-10): pp. 4-17. 
58 Dolman 2009-10: p. 19. 
59 Dolman 2009-10: p. 23. 
60 Laquerre was paid £ 260 for the architectural design of the gallery in 1702. See for this 

Dolman 2009-10: p., note 42, The National Archives, MS Work 5/52. 
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roque scene.61 Since the mural programme stops short of the King’s Pres-

ence Chamber (which displays Kneller’s equestrian portrait), it is likely 

that William had intended this narrative on his authority to be played-out 

in other parts of the Apartment, were it not for his untimely death in 1702. 

 William’s enemies used the comparison with Caesar against him. 

Jacobite propagandists, for example, vilified him as a ‘Dutch Nero, a 

Dutch Monster, nay a Dutch Devil […],’62 in their attempt to restore their 

‘legitimate king.’ English, as well as French writers, typecasted William 

as the enemy of all sovereigns: as the architect of a Dutch form of power-

sharing government. Others saw William as a military dictator in the 

style of Cromwell and Caesar. According to a recent study of late 17th 

century writings,63 the idea was developed that domestic English policy 

could be read in the light of the history of the Roman Republic, where the 

checks and balances of their administrative system came under strain be-

cause of the near continuous state of war. Parallels between William and 

Caesar were drawn; how Caesar had come into power; how his standing 

armies were increased; senators had been bribed; and had furnished the 

administration with his followers and war veterans.  

 At the time, these comparisons had caught the attention of the 

opposition who battled with William over his military plans and indeed 

succeeded in standing down most of his army following the Treaty of 

Ryswick. Nonetheless, it is unknown if, and how, William stimulated the 

comparison with Caesar; it is not mentioned in his letters to Hans Willem 

Bentinck (1649-1709),64 or recorded in Constantijn Huygens Jr. (1628-

1697) diaries.65 But, as Charles-Edouard Levillain notes, it may have 

‘filled him with some glee,’ since these criticisms inadvertently fulfilled 

Amalia van Solms’ wish some thirty years earlier, during the 1666 inva-

sion of the eastern Dutch provinces by Christoph Bernard von Galen 

Prince Bishop of Munster (1650-1678),66 that William might some day 

become as powerful as Caesar, remarking, “Aut Caesar, aut nihil.”67  

                                                
61 Verrio painted a similar scene at Chatsworth, see Dolman 2009-10: note 44. 
62 ‘The Spirit of Jacobitism: or, Remarks upon a Dialogue between K.W. and Bentinck,’ 

London, 1695: p. 23, quoted in Israel, The Anglo-Dutch Moment: p. 43. 
63 Levillain, Charles-Edouard. ‘Cromwell Redivivus? William III as Military Dictator: 

Myth and Reality.’ Mijers and Onnekink 2007: p. 169. 
64 See for this Japikse, N. Correspondentie van Willem III en van Hans Willem Bentinck, 

Eerste graaf van Portland. The Hague, 1928. 
65 Huygens, Constantijn. ‘Journaal van Constantijn Huygens, den zoon.’ In Werken His-

torische Genootschap nieuwe reeks, nos. 23, 25, 32, 46, Utrecht, 1876-88. 
66 Shortly before the Second Anglo-Dutch War, De Witt had thought about appointing 

someone other than the sixteen year old prince to lead the troops in his attempt to reduce 

the power of the House of Orange. 
67 “Either Caesar or nothing”, The National Archives: PRO, SP 101/48 f 187, 20/30, 

March 1666, quoted in Levillain 2007: p. 168, see also his note 41. 
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 Whilst William’s opponents criticised him for acting like Caesar, 

his supporters honoured him as such. Hampton Court was therefore not 

the only palace beautified by allegorical decorative murals suggesting the 

power and superiority of the protestant monarch. Grand estates were pre-

pared in case the king should visit. For example, William Cavendish, 3rd 

Earl and later the 1st Duke of Devonshire (1641-1707), having been ele-

vated for his support in bringing William to the throne,68 had the French 

painter Louis Laguerre (1663-1721) decorate the immense ceiling of the 

Painted Hall at Chatsworth House in 1692, with scenes from the Roman 

life of Caesar, and with images of Hercules on the landing of the Great 

Stairs. These paintings ‘echo and glorify the achievements of William III, 

the King for whose cause the Duke was prepared to fight and die for if 

necessary,’ as one of the estate’s owners writes.69  

 The Venetian painter Antonio Pellegrini (1675-1741) depicted 

the Triumph of Caesar at Kimbolton Castle in 1711,70 in which William 

was shown posthumously as the protector of noble values.71 William’s 

Secretary of State, Charles Montague, the 4th Earl of Manchester (ca. 

1656-1722), owned the castle. It is notable that the Triumph of Caesar 

was painted in the Castle’s stairwell, because it allowed envoys to inspect 

the vast murals as they gathered and waited before being led into the 

building’s inner chambers. Here another example of positioning is found. 

Whilst at Hampton Court, the murals position William as Alexander or 

Caesar; at Kimbolton Castle, Charles Montague is positioned in relation 

to William III. Presumably, Montague found it insufficiently credible to 

position himself next to Alexander or Caesar, but next to William, whom 

he had so supported, was acceptable. As has been argued throughout this 

study, the term positioning is modern, but the method is well established. 

                                                
68 The Earl of Devonshire was one of the ‘Immortal Seven’, who informed William III by 

letter that if he were to land in England they would rise up and support him (the others 

were: the Earls of Danby and Shrewsbury, the Viscount of Lumley, the Bishop of London, 

Edward Russell, and Henry Sydney. 
69 Freeman-Mitford Cavendish Devonshire, Deborah, Vivien, and Simon Upton. Chats-

worth, The House. London, 2002: p. 56. William Talman, who also had worked at Hamp-

ton Court, rebuilt Chatsworth in 1692. It was not until 2009 that the Chatsworth estate 

acquired a copy of Kneller’s state portrait of William III, which now graces the great 

Portrait Stairwell.  
70 Giovanni Antonio Pellegrini visited England from 1708 to 1713, at the invitation of the 

Earl of Manchester. Other than Kimbolton Castle, he painted murals at Castle Howard, 

and at 31 St. James’ Square on behalf of the Duke of Portland (Hans Willem Bentinck). 

He became director of Sir Godfrey Kneller’s Academy in London in 1711. Pellegrini 

travelled throughout Europe, completing works in many cities, amongst which is the 

Golden Room in the Mauritshuis in The Hague. 
71 Christie, Christopher. The British Country Houses in the Eighteenth Century. Manches-

ter University Press, 2000: p. 48. See also Lees-Milne, J., English Country Houses, Ba-

roque 1685-1715, London, 1970: pp. 102-111.  
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Interpreting Kneller’s portrayal of William III on horseback 
 

By the time that Godfrey Kneller started preparations for his portrait of 

William III on horseback in 1697, he had studied the style of both the 

northern and Italian painters. Born as Gottfried Kniller in Lübeck in 

1646, he moved to Amsterdam in his teens where he was a pupil in Rem-

brandt’s studio and worked with Ferdinand Bol, whose style he adopted 

in his early work.72 He probably moved to Italy when the French invaded 

Holland in 1672. Though not recorded as a particularly likeable person 

even at an early age, being conceited and overly self-confident, the 

twenty-six year old painter must have had special talents as he soon 

found himself under the guidance of Bernini; the most sought after artist 

in Rome.73 In the following years, Popes Alexander VII and Clement XI 

employed him. After his arrival in London in 1674, Kneller adopted 

some of Peter Lely’s (1618-1680) painterly flair, which, according to 

George Vertue (1684-1756),74 was imbued with a sense of elegance and 

refined grace. Lely, more than anyone else at the time, had stepped into 

Van Dyck’s footsteps. After Lely’s death, Kneller took over his position 

as Charles II’s official court painter.75 Charles so approved of Kneller’s 

‘ability beyond any other,’ according to an observer, ‘that he sent him to 

paint the French King, and all that Royal Family.’76 Louis made Kneller 

his official court painter, albeit he shared this honour with many others. 

Following William’s invasion of England, Kneller’s fame as court painter 

grew. His copies of William and Mary’s coronation portraits were so 

much sought after by local and foreign officials, that he sold them for     

£ 50.77 In 1691, Kneller retained the post of Principal Painter after Verrio 

had vacated it as a result of his dislike of a Protestant king on the throne. 

In 1715 he was the first painter ever to be made a Baronet. 

                                                
72 Houbraken writes, ‘Godfried geboren 1648, was van jongs af aan tot de Schilderkonst 

geneigt. Na dat hy zig eenigen tyd daar in geoeffent had, begaf hy zig naar Holland en tot 

onderwyzinge eerst van Rembrant, daar na van Ferdinand Bol.’ See his, De groote 

schouburgh der Nederlandse konstschilders en schilderessen, III, ‘s-Gravenhage, 1753: p. 

234. See also Blankert, Albert. Ferdinand Bol, Rembrandt’s Pupil. Doornspijk, 1982: p. 

22, and: Sumowski, W. Rembrandt and his school, vol III. Leiden, 2000: pp. 1480-1515. 
73 Killanin, Michael Morris. Sir Godfrey Kneller and his Times, 1646-1723. London, 

1948: p. 5. Killanin reviews not only Kneller and his most important portraits, but paints 

a particularly fine picture of the life and times in which Kneller worked.  
74 Vertue, George. Notebooks. ‘The Volume of the Walpole Society.’ V. London, 1929-

30: pp. 25-26. Vertue was an English engraver whose notebooks on British art formed the 

basis of Horace Walpole’s (1717-1797) famous Anecdotes of Painting in England (5 vols. 

and printed in London in 1762-1771). Vertue was also among the first members of 

Kneller’s London Academy of Painting in 1717. 
75 Houbraken III: p. 234. 
76 Smith, Marshall. The Art of Painting. London, 1692: p. 23.  
77 Some observers remarked on how little the king resembled his portraits. See for this, 

Dunthorne, in Mijers and Onnekink 2007: p. 269.  
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 William commissioned Kneller to portray him in 1697, the same 

year that the Treaty of Ryswick was signed, which pact ended the War of 

the Grand Alliance. Its signatories were France, England, Spain, and the 

Dutch Republic. It was William’s personal victory and a major setback 

for Louis XIV. The negotiation of the treaty took four month, and one of 

the important outcomes was that William was acknowledged as King of 

England. The ensuing peace was popular in both England and the Dutch 

Republic, but many in Louis’ court perceived it as a loss of face on his 

part, and the end of the Jacobites’ ambitions. As one witness wistfully 

noted, ‘c’étoit abandonner entièrement le véritable roi d’Angleterre.’78  

 Kneller’s painting cannot be deemed particularly effective when 

judged from the point of view of its communication purpose. In an image 

meant to exalt the magnanimous ruler, one would have expected an un-

ambiguous statement of royal authority, particularly of a man known for 

his sobriety. Instead, a huge canvas (439.4 x 424.2 cm) is crammed with 

much allegorical frill but with little clarity of message. Kneller positioned 

William as a Roman emperor, who, as can be read on a scroll above the 

equestrian ensemble ‘… reigns over the pacified world.’  

 The painting was criticised for its complex meaning and techni-

cal deficiencies. Nonetheless, Douglas Stewart, who reviewed it, argues 

that William’s literati contemporaries understood it, albeit without stating 

how he knows.79 Bernard Baron (ca. 1700-1766), who made an engraving 

of the painting in 1746 (fig. 13), simply wrote that it was for the occasion 

of William’s victorious landing in 1688, also mentioning the ‘Peace of 

Reswick’.80 Three preparatory sketches by Kneller demonstrate that the 

artist changed his mind twice during the design process. He first presents 

William as the triumphant commander and then as a pacifying ruler. The 

reasons for these changes and the context in which this happened have 

remained obscure up till now.  

                                                
78 Remark by Marquis de Sourches in his dairy, as quoted by: Thomson, Mark A. William 

III and Louis XIV, Essays 1680-1720 by and for Mark A. Thomson (eds.). Ragnhild Hat-

ton, and J.S. Bromley. Liverpool, 1968: p. 47.  
79 Douglas Stewart’s review is the most comprehensive study of the artist’s work. See his 

‘William III and Sir Godfrey Kneller.’ Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 

33, 1970: pp. 330-336. 
80 The text on the engraving by B. Baron after Kneller’s painting at Hampton Court reads: 

‘William the IIId. King of England & of Glorious & Immortal Memory. The king in mar-

tial attire is represented on horseback trampling the trophies & instruments of war under 

the horse’s feet. The emblem of peace with a palm branch in one hand & resting the other 

on the King’s helmet crowned with laurels, appears in the clouds, near Mercury the god 

of Merchandise, viewing the King as the restorer and grand Patron of Trade and Science. 

His majesty is congratulated on his landing by Neptune, under whose conduct the fleet is 

supposed to have brought him to safety. Plenty, with her cornucopia and attended by 

Flora, pays her joyful homage to the King as the Great Procurer of Peace and Plenty to 

Distressed Nations.’ 
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 Kneller finished his huge painting shortly before William’s death 

in 1702. The king is portrayed à l’antique, with the chain of the Order of 

the Garter, as he rides along a sea shore with warships in the background 

about to set sail, and his horse trots over the spoils of war. To the right, 

Ceres, holding the cornucopia of Peace and Plenty, and Flora accompa-

nied by a boy carrying flowers, greet him. To the left, against a rocky 

outcrop, Neptune looks on. Above this scene, Mercury, a Victory with 

palm fronds, and putti hold his (open-visor) helmet and a scroll inscribed: 

PACATUMQUE REGIT VIRTUTIBUS ORBEM: ‘And he reigns over the paci-

fied world with the virtues of his ancestors.’ With this regal laudation 

taken from Virgil, Kneller informs the learned observer how William III 

wanted to be characterised at the time that he was restoring the Grand 

Alliance.81 Sir John Stanley, the king’s bedchamber groom, commis-

sioned the painting, writing to the Lord Chamberlain, ‘I have sent a war-

rant for the King’s picture on horseback, by his order.’82 It is unclear if 

Kneller was paid for his work. There is no mention of it in his own re-

cords,83 and after having petitioned for payment, Queen Anne responded 

by writing that she would pay for another portrait, but ‘[…] does not care 

for the picture.’84 Other 18th century critics shared her view. Walpole, for 

example, called it a ‘tame and poor performance,’85 and the Reverend 

William Gilpin (1724-1804), writing in 1768, found it an ‘unflattering 

performance’ and a ‘bad composition.’86 Later authors have shown their 

preference for Kneller’s more dynamic preparatory sketches.87  

                                                
81 The Eclogues of Virgil. Royds, T.F. (trans.). London, 1922: p. 44, quoted in Stewart 

1983: p. 333. Today it is near impossible to read the inscription due to the yellowing of 

the varnish, but even in the past it must have been hardly legible. 
82 The Duke of Shrewsbury was then the Lord Chamberlain. See H.M.C. Buccleuch and 

Queensberry Papers, II (1903): p. 645, quoted in Millar, Oliver. The Tudor-Stuart and 

Early Georgian Pictures in the collection of Her Majesty the Queen. London, 1963: p. 

143, item 337. 
83 Stewart, J.D. ‘Records of Payments to Sir Godfrey Kneller and his Contemporaries.’ 

The Burlington Magazine, 1971: pp. 28-30.  
84 Millar 1963: p. 143, item: 337. The queen’s quote includes ‘nr. 350’, but Millar does 

not explain what object number it stands for, only citing the source of Queen Anne’s 

remark: Cal. Tr. Bks., XVIII: p. 50. 
85 Walpole 1849: p. 587. ‘My opinion of what Sir Godfrey’s genius could have produced, 

must not be judged by the historic picture of King William in the palace just mentioned: it 

is a tame and poor performance.’ Dunthorne describes the portrait as ‘academic in form 

and cluttered with allegorical figures,’ In Mijers and Onnekink 2007: pp. 270-271. 
86 William Gilpin wrote, ‘Kneller, even when he laid himself out to excel, was often but a 

tardy painter. His equestrian portrait of King William, at Hampton Court, is an unflatter-

ing performance: the composition is bad; the colouring gaudy; the whole is void of effect, 

and there is scarcely a good figure in the piece,’ in Gilpin, William. An Essay on Prints. 

London. 1768: p. 139. 
87 Stewart clearly prefers Kneller’s oil sketch now in Apeldoorn (fig 20), Stewart 1970:  

p. 333. Walpole preferred the now lost Hermitage sketch (fig. 16), Walpole 1849: p. 203. 
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 There are two ways of looking at Kneller’s artistic choices: either 

his painting can be considered as an object in its own right, or, as being 

part of a larger programme. It must be recalled that William managed to 

convince Verrio to work for him after he had commissioned Kneller, 

which implies that Kneller may have had to ‘retrofit’ his painting into 

Verrio’s programme. As earlier argued, had the king not suddenly died, it 

is likely that Verrio would have completed the decorative programme 

also in the King’s Presence Chamber (main reception hall). In that case 

Kneller’s painting would have had to fit into the overall scheme. But, 

since the Presence Chamber has remained undecorated (but for the Knel-

ler’s portrait) this option does not seem so apparent today; at least art 

historians have not considered this possibility. 

 The sketches may shed light on the genesis of the large painting, 

thereby also supporting the option that the painting was part of a larger 

programme. The earliest sketch of 1697 is the most dynamic and trium-

phant (fig. 15), and was made three years before Verrio got involved.88 

William rides over fallen enemy, signalling his soldiers forward with his 

commander’s baton. Dressed à l’antique, his mantle sways back in action 

in the traditional manner. Walpole described this sketch as, ‘struck out 

with a spirit and fire equal to Rubens. The hero and the horse are in the 

heat of battle.’89 The equestrian pose is similar to Bernini’s Constantine 

the Great,90 which Kneller must have seen in Rome. Bernini’s statue had 

been criticized in its time for its unrealistic pose,91 as was his statue of 

Louis XIV, which still was in Versailles when Kneller saw it in 1697.92 

Therefore, considering the discussion about Bernini’s expressive poses, 

Kneller may instead have been inspired by Pierre Mignard’s archetypical 

triumphant rendition of Louis XIV at Namur, with a Victory hovering 

over the king (fig. 16). This large painting was also at Versailles, and is 

among Louis’ few portraits in which he is dressed à l’antique.93  

 The second sketch is a small washed drawing of 1701 (fig. 17), 

and produced one year after Verrio had arrived. Attributed to Kneller,94 it 

                                                
88 Formerly in Houghton Hall, then in the Hermitage, its present whereabouts is unknown. 
89 Walpole 1849: p. 203. 
90 Gianlorenzo Bernini, Equestrian Statue of Constantine, 1654-70. Marble, over life-size, 

Rome, Vatican, Scala Regia. Bernini based his Louis XIV on this triumphant design. 
91 Liedtke 1989: p. 280, plate 153. 
92 Burke 1992: p. 32. 
93 Mignard, or his studio, made five copies: two are at Versailles, one each in Turin, Nar-

bonne, and Rennes. He used virtually the same composition in a rendition of the king’s 

triumphs at Namur and Maastricht. Kneller may also have seen Antoine Coysevox’s large 

marble decoration of 1682, above the fireplace of the salon de la guerre at Versailles, 

depicting a triumphant Louis XIV on horseback. See Milovanovic 2009-2010: p. 43. 
94 Formerly in the collection of Bruce Ingram, proprietor of The Illustrated London News, 

it now is at the Maritime Museum in Greenwich, London. 
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departs from the first, and marks the transition from the triumphant to the 

majestic pose, with William III actively riding forward, as his swaying 

coat suggests. The king, again portrayed in a Roman outfit, is surrounded 

by allegorical figures. A classical column with a roof and a small tree, 

which elements have replaced the imposing wall seen in the first sketch, 

frames the scene. Fame trumpeting glory hovers above William with a 

putto holding his laurel wreath. All other figures, including Neptune, are 

neatly arranged below horse and rider, thus sustaining the king’s distance 

and aloofness. Noticeable too is the king’s horse, its long manes and tail 

suggesting that this is a special breed, one fit for kings.  

 This pose is reminiscent of that of Charles II as Roman emperor 

in the monumental mural by Verrio, made ten years earlier for the Great 

Hall at Chelsea Hospital (fig. 18). The mural is larger and has many more 

figures than Kneller’s painting at Hampton Court, but Kneller’s iconog-

raphy is ‘strikingly close to the glorification of Charles II.’95 Similar is the 

equestrian pose maintained by both riders. Whilst Verio’s Neptune is 

positioned above Charles lauding him with a wreath, Kneller’s Neptune 

stands next to William holding his net. Both paintings show the cornuco-

pia of plenty being held by female figures. These are comparable in the 

manner that they are grouped, and related to their respective kings. The 

similarities are so striking that it seems likely that Verrio had influenced 

Kneller in his design process. 

 The third sketch most approaches Kneller’s finished product. It 

probably is the modello for William’s approval (fig. 19), and from which 

later the scaling-up was executed. Today, it is on display at William’s 

former hunting lodge, now museum Paleis Het Loo in Apeldoorn.96 

Douglas Stewart lauds it for its ‘light-hearted mood’ and ‘harmonious 

colours and light brushwork,’ and indeed this oil on paper sketch is much 

lighter and more brilliant than the final version.97 This is because the 

black paint used by Kneller for certain dark areas in the large painting 

has degenerated over time obscuring parts of Hercules and the emblems 

of war below the horse’s legs. This situation is exacerbated by old yellow 

varnish that has dampened brighter passages.  

 In his interpretation of the painting, Stewart takes Virgil’s quota-

tion literal in it’s meaning, namely, as a prophesying myth about ‘a child 

who will be born to rule a reconciled world with peace and justice, and 

inaugurate a new Golden Age.’98 He points out that the child was ‘Aeneas 

of the deified Caesarian race,’ and that William, as King of England, was 

                                                
95 Millar 1963: p. 143, note 1. 
96 Formerly held by Dr. J. Murphy in N.Y. Acquired by Paleis Het Loo Museum in 1989. 
97 Stewart 1983: p. 53. 
98 Stewart 1970: p. 334.  
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his descendant. According to this view, the quotation on the scroll likely 

had to fit into the mural programme planned for the Presence Chamber, 

which most likely was to have been part of the overall fabricated story in 

the stairwell about the contest of the highest-ranking classical heroes. 

Intriguingly, years earlier, Verrio had also used a not dissimilar Virgilian 

quotation placed in a scroll in a painting made on behalf of Charles II, to 

underpin that visual program.99  

 Stephen Baxter, examining Williams’ role in England, writes, ‘as 

sovereign, William III, like his grandfather James I, King of Scotland, 

might lawfully intervene in England, especially if invited to do so, where 

subjects might not lawfully rebel.’100 Alternatively, William, having been 

inspired by what he had seen in the Oranjezaal, may have requested 

Kneller to include the inscriptions, thereby relating to his grandfather 

Frederik Hendrik, who equally had brought about peace and prosperity—

as had Aeneas. As tokens of this pacification and intervention, Kneller 

depicted Victory and Mercury in the sky, and the warships with Neptune’s 

symbolic power standing by.  

 Be as it may, it is unlikely that Kneller was free in his choices, 

which then also explains why he had to change the composition, and why 

the painting is lacking. The final work, though correctly scaled-up, has 

not gained in visual impact, as such a monumental painting surely should. 

Rather than majestically dominating the pictorial scene, Kneller’s royal 

ensemble of horse and rider is dwarfed by allegorical figures and has lost 

its focus and dynamism.  

 A rough but effective method of demonstrating why William III 

seems so unimposing is by comparing the relative size of the horse to that 

of the surface area. It is then discovered that, as Kneller progressed from 

sketch to sketch to finished painting, the equestrian ensembles become 

gradually smaller in relation to the overall picture plane, with a final re-

duction of nearly 30%.101 Moreover, if the painting is compared to a simi-

lar composition by Rubens of Philip II of Spain, then the consequence 

becomes apparent (see next page).102 Even though the painting of William 

                                                
99 From Virgil’s ‘The Promise of Jupiter’ (Aeneid 1. 275-296), and referring to Caesar, 

who, ‘Bestrides the narrow world to bound his empire,’ (IMPERIVM OCEANO FAMAM 

QVI TERMINET ASTRIS), and used by Verrio in the Sea-Triumph of Charles II, ca. 1674. 

Royal Collection. See also Millar, Oliver. The Tudor-Stuart and Early Georgian Pictures 

in the collection of Her Majesty the Queen. London, 1963: no. 297. 
100 Baxter, Stephen B. ‘William III as Hercules; the Political Implications of Court Cul-

ture.’ In Schwoerer 1992: pp. 95-106.   
101 Sketch 1 - 49%, sketch 2 - 43%, sketch 3 - 40%, final painting - 38%. I calculated the 

length of the horse from hoof to ear and divided that by the diagonal of the picture plane. 

This method was conducted on printed copies of the sketches and paintings.  
102 Rubens’ Philip II - 53%. Peter Paul Rubens, Equestrian Portrait of Philip II, 1628/29. 

Canvas, 228 x 314 cm. Madrid, Prado. See also Rijkens 2009: pp. 66-67, fig. 8. 
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is more than two and a half times that of Philip in surface area (439 x 424 

cm vs. 228 x 314 cm, i.e. 18.6 m2 vs. 7.2 m2), the equestrian ensemble is 

only marginally larger, and the overall effect is scattered, lacking func-

tional focus, or for that matter, aesthetic quality. Rubens, on the other 

hand, produced a compact ensemble, and added dynamism by having 

partly cut-off the figure of fame, thus visually bringing rider and horse 

closer to the viewer.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Left to right, Rubens’, Philip II, and, fig. 12. Kneller’s, William III.  

(Reduced representation here is only an approximation of their respective sizes). 
 

The execution of horse and rider is problematic too. Even the non-trained 

eye will understand why Walpole called the painting ‘tame’, when it 

should have been the agent of authority. What makes this execution so 

feeble is that whilst the equestrian ensemble is correct in so far that all 

the key compositional motifs are portrayed, it still fails to instil respect: 

the very purpose of the message and of this medium. Although, the horse 

performs the collected trot, appears calm, and looks in the same direction 

as his master, it is too tender and lacks the grandeur seen in earlier eques-

trian ensembles, such as that of Hendrik III, or even in Kneller’s prepara-

tory sketches. Moreover, the weight-carrying front and hind legs stand 

like columns affixed to the ground, whilst the forward moving legs show 

no momentum at all. Its tail hangs limply to the ground for lack of action. 

Seeming to perform a sur place the horse is going nowhere even though 

William points his baton forward. 

 Yet, Kneller was not inexperienced with equestrian poses. In the 

year that he commenced with the large portrait, he was sent to Brussels to 

make an equestrian portrait of Maximilian II Emanuel, Elector of Bavaria 

(1662-1726), on order of William III, who sought the Elector’s allegiance 

against Louis XIV. This portrait is now lost, but Walpole understood it to 
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have been a portrayal of the regent on a white stallion.103 On behalf of yet 

another commission by William, Kneller borrowed Van Dyck’s portrayal 

of Count Albert of Arenberg (1628-1632) as the model for his rendition 

of Frederick, Ist Duke of Schomberg, for the ensemble’s equestrian pos-

ture is clearly in his style.104 Moreover, Kneller had two superb equestrian 

paintings by Van Dyck nearby at Hampton Court that he must have seen: 

a modello for his Equestrian portrait of Charles I, 1638,105 and, Charles I 

on Horseback with M. de St. Antoine, 1633. William was fond of these 

heroic paintings, having moved the first to his Private Closet, and the 

second, after a discussion with Constantijn Huygens on the subject of 

their best placement, to a room just behind his cabinet.106 

 So how can Kneller’s ‘tame’ portrayal of William be explained? 

Maybe Walpole got it right when he recalled Vertue’s statement that Jan 

Wyck had fashioned Schomberg’s horse.107 Kneller may indeed have had 

difficulties in scaling-up complicated equestrian ensembles.108 This would 

also explain why most commentators prefer his modello of William III. 

                                                
103 Van Dyck, Equestrian portrait of Charles I, 1638. Oil on canvas, 367 x 292 cm. Lon-

don, The National Gallery. See for Van Dyck’s modello, Walpole 1849: p. 214. The Royal 

Collection holds an equestrian portrait of Maximilian II after Van Dyck’s Charles I, 1638. 
104 William III may have retained the portrait at Hampton Court after Schomberg’s death 

at the Battles of the Boyne. See for this Stewart, Douglas J. Sir Godfrey Kneller and the 

English Baroque Portrait. Oxford, 1983: p. 41, notes 16 and 17. See Chap. 5, note 50. 
105 Anthony van Dyck, Modello for equestrian portrait of Charles I, ca. 1635-6. Canvas, 

96.5 x 61 cm. London, Hampton Court. 
106 Jenkins 1994: p. 4. For instance, on November 1690 Huygens records, ‘I was called 

[by the king], for a long time he spoke about his paintings, some of which he had rear-

ranged in his cabinet.’ See Huygens 1876-88: p. 226. Charles II had the painting Charles 

I, painted in 1633, moved to Hampton Court. See for this Millar 1963: p. 93, cat. no. 143. 
107 George Vertue stated that, ‘The fine horse under the Duke of Schomberg, by Kneller, 

was painted by Wyck.’ See Walpole 1849: p. 235, note 1.  
108 Jan Wyck is also mentioned in an old Chiswick House inventory of 1740 (see Stewart 

1983: p. 41, note 15), as having contributed towards another equestrian paintings by 

Kneller, namely that of Mohammed Ohadu, the Moroccan Ambassador in London made 

in 1684. Canvas, 380 x 270 cm. Chiswick House, London. Technical research should 

establish if Jan Wyck was involved in the Hampton Court painting. My detailed inspec-

tion shows how closely it follows Wyck’s portrayal of horses, particularly the horse seen 

in his William Landing at Torbay, signed: ‘JWijck A 1688’. Canvas, 157.5 x 132 cm. 

Greenwich, National Maritime Museum, inv. BHC 3095, I.B. 72693, and also Van 

Wyck’s Grey Stallion tethered to a Post, ca. 1685. Oil on canvas, 78.5 x 88.9 cm (holding 

museum unknown). These horses match in their slenderness, and particularly in small 

details such as the same pointed and dark inner ear, drooping eyes, ribbed noses, froth, 

even genitals. There are also similarity in the use of light brush strokes to emphasise fur 

pattern and structure such as the transition between legs and hoofs. This also applies to 

the shadings used to demarcate depth and three-dimensionality, achieved with fine brown 

brush strokes. Finally, it is unknown whether William III had actually acquired the two 

paintings by Van Wyck depicting battle scenes of a/o. Boyne (see Chap. 7, fig. 6) and 

Namur (both at the National Army Museum, London). 
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 The observation that with William’s fatal stumble he also slipped 

from memory pertains particularly to the Dutch Republic. Not withstand-

ing the fact that he had Van Hulle’s equestrian portraits of his father and 

grandfather returned to Buren, and commissioned tapestries of his father 

with Mary Stuart, and two of himself with Mary II of England, to add to 

the Nassau Genealogy series at Breda, William hardly spent time there. 

And, with the arrival of the Second Stadholderless Period there was no 

court, and hence any opportunity for these grand equestrian portraits to 

commemorate his and Nassau deeds to cast their propagandistic spell, and 

soon these were relegated to some attic and the tapestries vanished. 

 The situation in Britain was different. Various Protestant towns 

commemorated William as ‘their king’ (see Chapter 7). However, at 

Hampton Court, his position as Prince of Orange-Nassau and as Stad-

holder of the Dutch Republic is nowhere visualised. Verrio, for example, 

did not include any such reference in his mural programme. This is 

strange considering that William’s lifetime effort had been to protect the 

integrity and promote the interest of his princely house and native land? 

A likely explanation is that the elevation of his rank to that of royal ruler 

in Europe’s newly emerging super-power demanded regal representation. 

He was, after all, a descendant of James I and of Charles I. This clarifies 

why William had no qualms in positioning himself on par with Louis 

XIV. It is unlikely that in the Dutch Republic this type of exaltation 

would have been tolerated during the lifetime of a stadholder. 

 Having finally reached regal status, Nassau and Orange fell out 

of the propaganda equation all together. Moreover, Kneller’s monumen-

tal painting, which had the purpose to exalt William’s kingship, never 

met its objective of being seen by his court and foreign dignitaries. After 

the death of Queen Anne, Kings George I (1660-1727) and George II 

(1683-1760) used Hampton Court only on and off, and in 1737 they 

moved out for good. Thereafter, the image of the last direct descendant of 

Holland’s pater patriae was left to an otherwise oblivious public of one-

day tourists.  

 In the final analysis none of the works of art meant to celebrate 

William’s rulership, and discussed here, do so without some proviso. De 

Hooghe was out to get a good news story, and Kneller hardly shows the 

kind of authority seen in portrayals of Hendrik III, William of Orange, 

Maurits, and Frederik Hendrik. It is ironic that the stadholder-king who, 

aged fifty-two, had died ‘too soon to know that he had welded an alliance 

that for half a century would determine the map of Europe’, was not por-

trayed becoming the stature of one of the most influential rulers of the 

17th century.109 

                                                
109 Durant, Will. The Age of Louis. New York, 1963: p. 705. 


